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We live in an era of unprecedented change, and our next
normal is being built on smart communication technology.
SmartCom Summit was started to bring insight, knowledge,
meaning and connection to the entire ecosystem responsible
for creating this change, through online and offline events,
market intelligence and best practices.
Thanks for joining us!
everything connected
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SmartCom Summit 2020
As the SARS-CoV-2 virus is still ravaging the globe and causing the biggest health and
economy crisis in generations, the effects on the way we work and live are already

SmartCom Summit Talk Show & Trend Report

starting to become apparent. Working from home is becoming the new normal for

In the spirit of the times, we discussed these major trends in the SmartCom Summit 2020

large parts of our population, as is home schooling and telehealth. Although uncertain

Talk Show which was being moderated by one of the most prominent Dutch Journalists

what the longer term effects on our society and economy will be, it seems quite

Charles Groenhuijsen. Together with Cloud Communications Entrepreneur Rob Kurver he

certain that this crisis will cause some lasting effects, and our digital infrastructure is

hosted this talk show, receiving a group of experts in the studio as well as online. In this

indispensable in our current society. The main question is: what will the post-

inspiring and dynamic online event they highlighted the current status and opportunities

coronavirus era will look like? How will this pressure cooking period of Digital

in the new era of Smart Communications.

Transformation change the way we collaborate in our working lives? One thing is clear,
In this Trend Report the main conclusions of the contributions of the experts and the

the next normal is built on smart communications and we’re at the start of a new era.

findings/opinions of the guests of the talk show are summarized together with visions and
New & Smart ways of working and communicating

predictions from thought leaders and analysts active in this space.

With the world in lockdown due to the new coronavirus pandemic, all of us are united in a
quest to find new ways of working and living. We are entering a new era where smart

These are the SmartCom Trends reported:

communications is the foundation that keeps smart companies running and allows us all

TRENDS

to build smarter communities. Digital acceleration, putting people first.
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INTRODUCTION
Telecom is sexy again. Who would have thought... Covid-19 has created a once-in-a-

Future of Work - Telecommuting, remote working, video conferencing - none of these are

century challenge; after a decade of being a toy for innovators and early adopters,

new to us, but the accelerated adoption process has been mind boggling these past few

communication and collaboration technology has been adopted by both early and late

months. Is our home the new workplace? Will we ever go back to an office building? What

majority at once. Where it took 10 or 20 years for hosted voice and video

does it mean if we don't? And what does the future of education, entertainment and

conferencing to get the first 10-15% of market share, this more than doubled in just a

healthcare look like?

few weeks and became the next normal in 2020.
Cloud & API Economy - Is the new next a world run by Big Tech or is it the fruit of more
In the shadow of a pandemic and global lockdowns we are participating in the biggest

regional Service Providers and Integrators? Whomever is writing the code, we need an

experiment of our times: how do we stay connected and productive at a distance? Digital

infrastructure and tools that are available to all. What are the drivers for digital

networks are the fabric of society, now more than ever. We work from home and parts of

acceleration, how will we connect all the bits and pieces, and who are the referees in this

our social lives have moved to the cloud. What will our new tech-life balance be, with or

new game?

without a cure?
CPaaS & Contextual Communications - The rise of contextual communications, new
Digital Infrastructure - Internet usage has been doubling approximately every 2 years,

customer experiences, enabled by CPaaS. What is this CPaaS and why is it becoming so

and there seems to be no end in sight as more and more of our lives moves online. How

important so quickly? How can telco’s and CSP’s leverage their core assets and support the

can we sustain this growth, with both fixed and wireless networks, and how can we

increasingly complex requirements of Agile Enterprises in an era of digital acceleration? •

guarantee quality and availability for the years to come? What new use cases will enable
this in our new smart society?

everything connected

Smart Society - One farmer can manage a herd of cows, thanks to smart technology. Is
that the future of industry? Smart factories, smart traffic, smart cities. Artificial
intelligence, smart assistants and an internet of things; they seem invented for an age of
social distancing. What is the current status? Where are we heading? And who will benefit?
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#1
BROADBAND

Who will build the Digital Infrastructure that is the
backbone of our next normal?
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Internet usage has been doubling approximately every 2
years, and there seems to be no end in sight as more
and more of our lives moves online.
How can we sustain this growth, with both fixed and
wireless networks, and how can we guarantee quality and
availability for the years to come? What new use cases
will enable this in our new smart society?
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FIBER: CONNECTIVITY IN CORONA-ERA
It has been an incredibly impressive job that the operators in the Netherlands, Europe and
around the world managed to run the Fixed and Mobile networks so well during the Covid-19
crisis. In normal times, fiber optic networks can peak especially at night because many
datacenters are making backups of their files. During the coronavirus crisis, extremely large
amounts of data were also transported during daytime – both on the mobile and fixed
networks – because people were working and learning en masse from home. In particular,
the rapid rise of video communication had a major impact on data consumption. After all, a
moving image including voice takes up a huge amount of server capacity, transmission and
endpoints. Everyone agrees that this accelerated practice and digital communication course
has caused us not to go back to the old situation anymore where we got in the car before
each appointment. So video is “here to stay”! What does this acceleration of digital
transformation mean? When it comes to the implications for the digital infrastructure this is
quite evident: the demand for better and more symmetrical bandwidth will increase even
stronger and faster in the coming period. Perhaps a recession will mean a temporary decline,
but we are heading for a world where digital mobility becomes more important than physical
digital mobility. Will airports be converted into data centers, 4D presentation zones and
hyper-servers? Not yet, but it is certain that fiber and 5G can expect a more relevant task than
until recently foreseen. •
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5G: INNOVATION BASED ON INCREASED EFFICIENCY
5G is not just the successor to 4G. The essence of 5G is increased efficiency. It does the same as 4G, except a little better - or possibly even a lot better. The number of use
cases is growing, but it is becoming clear that it will be a platform for innovation for years to come, supporting
applications ranging from smart cities to live events enhanced with AR and VR experiences.
What is 5G? To answer this question, we need to go back to 2012, when the 5G standard

The earliest launches focused on one of three core competencies of 5G: replacing fixed-

was devised. The governing standard bodies had decided that 5G should bring a step

lines in environments where broadband access was limited. The more recent launches are

change and set some very ambitious goals for this technology. By 2020, academics and the

based around an offering of brand new 5G smartphones from Samsung, LG, One Plus and

industry were ordered to come up with a set of specifications that would support three

others. In other words: 5G as the unavoidable successor to 4G. However, there is a third

milestones in terms of performance. 5G was supposed to support download speeds of up to

range of applications for 5G and this appears to be what everybody involved in the

20 Gbps (20 times what 4G enabled) as well as 1 million connected devices per square

development of the technology is most anxious about. Based on the technological goals

kilometer (based on tripling the spectral efficiency). Furthermore, the latency of a

described above, as well as a number of broader capabilities (Massive MIMO, Dynamic

connection should be reduced to just 1 millisecond (at least a tenfold improvement

Spectrum Sharing, Mobile Edge Computing, Network Slicing and more), the possibilities are

relative to 4G). What it basically comes down to, is that 5G does the same as 4G, and then

endless. As the saying goes, supply creates demand, and this is no different in the world of

some more. Also, the efficiency in terms of spectrum usage (bits per second per Hertz) and

5G. It remains to be seen what these new applications will be, but judging from where the

energy usage improves dramatically.

industry has been heading over the past few quarters, it seems likely that IoT-like
applications such as Smart Industry (Industry 4.0), Smart City, Smart Health (e-health), AR

Fast forward to the present day and we have seen the number of operators, having

and VR for live events, as well as 5G for News Media production must be among the most

launched 5G on a commercial basis, approach 80. The most recent ones include Telus

likely candidates.

(Canada), 3 Sweden and T-Mobile Poland. Among them is VodafoneZiggo, which chose to
use a spectrum band that it also uses for 4G to make an early launch of 5G, even before

As such, 5G is a platform for innovation, bringing increased efficiency to help make an

dedicated spectrum is auctioned off. For the record, the world's first commercial 5G

endless number of possible use cases fly. •

networks were launched back in 2018 by Etisalat (UAE) and Oordedoo (Qatar), although
Elisa (Finland) also claimed a 'world's first’.
Tim Poulus
Analyst
Telecompaper
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FIBER: OPERATORS ARE DOING FINE MAKING THEIR OWN TECHNOLOGY CHOICES
Fiber has long been the physical layer of choice for all networks, the difference being
only the endpoint to where the connection reaches. Whether to the node or cabinet
(FTTN, FTTC) or to the end-user's home or office (FTTH, FTTO), or even to an antenna

Fiber in Europe

site (FTTS), every network today largely consists of fiber. As a result, the throughput

In Europe, some regulators explicitly aim for full fiber, whereas others -such as Denmark's

depends on a number of other choices operators make: what is used for the last

Energistyrelsen- set broadband targets in terms of download speeds and leave it up to the

mile and what type of equipment is installed? If the connection doesn't fully consist

market to see how to get there. Indeed, as some will say: “I couldn't care less, even if they

of fiber, there will always be limitations due to the equipment choice (ADSL, VDSL,

used barbed wire, as long as I get my gigabit connection.” In the end, the broadband market

Docsis 3.0, Docsis 3.1, 4G, 5G) and the length of the last mile.

is currently shaped by telco operators overbuilding their copper networks with fiber. Some
new entrants have great national or semi-national ambitions, including Open Fiber in Italy

Next step

and Swiss Fiber Net as well as Swiss Open Fiber in Switzerland. Others focus regionally or

Keep in mind that some technologies (ADSL, VDSL, Docsis 3.0, 4G) are more limiting than

locally, or even on rural areas where they are becoming the de facto gigabit monopolist.

others (Docsis 3.1, 5G). Legacy further determines the operator's roadmap towards gigabit

And then there is competition from cable, which is more regionally constrained (depending

networks. Going 'full fiber' not only results in the best possible network in terms of

on the country), and in the future perhaps from 5G.

bandwidth, reliability, uptime and latency, it also reduces maintenance costs and energy
usage dramatically. Still, it is ultimately up to the operator, who needs to weigh the implied

Speed

capex spike to the company's competitiveness, its lowered opex and its ability to reward

Ookla reports monthly on download speeds by country, the results averaged for all

shareholders. Over the last 20 years we have seen that the market has generally functioned

operators. In May 2020, the global averages were 77 Mbps for fixed and 34 Mbps for

well enough to have different networks challenge each other in making the next step to

mobile. This is up from 60 and 20 Mbps respectively one year earlier. Assuming that more

ever new technologies, be it in the physical layer (fiber) or in the active layer (going from

people have come online since, that more devices are being used and that the total volume

Docsis 3.0 to 3.1, or from ADSL to VDSL).

growth of data traffic is in the order of 40 percent, this is remarkable. •

Tim Poulus
Analyst
Telecompaper
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BROADBAND
•Fixed and Mobile networks, as well as cloud infrastructure, did an amazing job dealing with the sudden change in usage
(more video, more upload, more locations) when the whole world started working from home as much as possible this
year.
•Worldwide Mobile Traffic is expected to increase almost fourfold, to over 160 EB/month, by 2025, mostly driven by
demands for (bidirectional) video [Ericsson, June 2020].
•Just 30% of the SmartCom Summit community think broadband and digital infrastructure should be completely left to the
market - 55% wants to see it regulated by governments, 13% even owned and managed [SmartCom Summit Talk Show Jun 30
2020].
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#2
SMART EVERYTHING

How to get the smart workplaces, offices, homes and
cities we need now more than ever?
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One farmer can manage a herd of cows, thanks to smart
technology. Is that the future of industry? Smart
factories, smart traffic, smart cities. Artificial
intelligence, smart assistants and an internet of
things; they seem invented for an age of social
distancing. What is the current status?
Where are we heading? And who will benefit?
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IOT IS THE CORE OF SMART EVERYTHING

Imagine an intersection where a number of roads meet. In a few words, the IoE is essentially

B

y 2025, the Internet of Everything (IoE) would have progressed so fast that no

where people, processes, data, and things converge. It's a busy intersection where individual

one's going to notice smart features are embedded into every aspect of our

vehicles that represent each of those four factors move in different paths without crashing

daily lives. It has been predicted that the number of Internet-connected

into each other. The Internet of Everything (IoE) is a concept that connects people,

devices is going to reach 50 billion by 2020. Internet of Everything (IoE) includes

processes, data, and things through the Internet. Designed to improve the way cities,

smartly connected people, houses, offices and cities. The expectation that everyone

industries, and people live today, the IoE involves assigning digital identifiers to everyday

will get familiar with it, seems about right. So it is not the question whether

objects such as wearable devices and home appliances, giving users new ways to connect,

everything is going to be smart, but more when every device is powered and

interact, and share. The IoE also holds the potential to be a driving force behind large critical

connected. A number of smart work, office and home technologies will also draw

infrastructures across cities and industries. While it unlocks new possibilities for sharing and

more and more attention making people around you wanting to know more about the

connectivity as well. As it grows more popular and more people, processes, data, and

IoE.

devices enter the IoE ecosystem, securing it from potential threats should be a top priority.•
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SMART COMMUNICATIONS IS WHEN ALL SENSES COME INTO PLAY
70.000 years ago when Homo Sapiens started its journey to where it is now, almost all communication was non-verbal. It’s said that the main reason for the success of Homo Sapiens is its
capacity to communicate and collaborate. Today these skills are even more important than ever since a human’s daily reality has become a little more complex than group hunting a little
rabbit. Telecommunications started out with a given situation where we had to cope with communications that for the better part consisted of voice only. With the rise of the Internet email was introduced in the late nineties as a complementary way of ‘real time’ telecommunications. This became even faster and easier with the use of popular chat apps such as Whatsapp,
Facebook and later on with business-applications like Slack and MS Teams.
Now..., suddenly there is the next normal: Video. And with that the revival of seeing each other, but then remote without having to travel. Video is second best: maybe holograms will get us
closer to the real thing. But for the moment this is as good as it gets:

VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS IS EMBEDDING THE WATCHING EXPERIENCE: LOOKING AT EACH OTHER’S FACES.
Will feeling and smelling each other be the next step?
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RISE OF THE SMART DIGITAL WORKPLACE
Let’s make this clear: the way we work during, and most likely, after the coronavirus crisis is

workplace maturity. In fact, when we asked organizations what stage their digital workplace

and will be completely different. Thanks to the adoption of the Smart Digital Workplace

was at, Research “The State of the Digital Workplace” December 2019 (SMG/CMSWire)

providing all the knowledge, workers can continue their work without being physically

showed:

present in an office. This process is referred to with the term ”Smart Working” and is used
Adoption digital workplace: 42% considered it to be at an early stage, with 25%
mid-way, and just 14% at a mature phase. Only 16% of organizations told us they
had not started yet.

when place and time are independent of the actual work being done. The ingredients of this
Digital Workplace are: Connectivity, Hardware & Software/Applications which make it
possible to communicate, collaborate and create in a totally new way. This part of smart
working in the Digital Workplace is facilitated by a daily logistic process which in turn is also

What is interesting is that these numbers are relatively similar to the responses we received

becoming smart. Although sometimes we still want to do so, thanks to video we don’t have

in 2017 and show that many organizations are still on a journey. •

to travel for a meeting anymore. Smart offices and smart travelling will help us to get at the
right place with a minimum of energy and traffic jams. Is this wishful thinking? Hopefully
not.
The digital workplace is a work in progress
A mature, effective digital workplace is an important destination, although it remains a
work in progress. Looking at the digital workplace and how employees experience
technology in a more holistic and strategic way is a relatively young concept, so it is
probably not surprising that many organizations are still at a relatively early stage of digital
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SMART CITIES FOR A SMART URBAN LIFE…
A smart city is an urban area that uses different types of electronic Internet of
Things (IoT) sensors to collect data and then use insights gained from that data to
manage assets, resources and services efficiently. In return it uses that data to
improve operations across the city. This includes data collected from citizens,
devices, buildings and assets that is processed and analyzed to monitor and manage
traffic and transportation systems, power plants, utilities, water supply networks,
waste management, crime detection, information systems, schools, libraries,
hospitals, and other community services.
The smart city concept integrates information and communication technology (ICT), and
various physical devices connected to the IoT network to optimize the efficiency of city
operations and services and to connect to citizens. Smart city technology allows city
officials to interact directly with both community and city infrastructure and to monitor
what is happening in the city and how the city is evolving. ICT is used to enhance quality,
performance and interactivity of urban services, to reduce costs and resource consumption
and to increase interaction between citizens and government. Smart city applications are
developed to manage urban flows and allow for real-time responses. A smart city may
therefore be more prepared to respond to challenges than one with a simple
"transactional" relationship with its citizens. [Yet, the term itself remains unclear to its
specifics and therefore open to many interpretations.]
Major technological, economic and environmental changes have generated increased
interest in smart cities, including climate change, economic restructuring, the coronavirus,
the move to online retail and entertainment, ageing populations, urban population growth
and an increased accountability on public spending. •
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ACCELERATED DEMAND FOR FLEXIBLE AND SMART
ELDERY PEOPLE STAY LONGER AT HOME AND THEREFORE ARE IN NEED
OF SMART SOLUTIONS THAT INCREASE SAFETY.

With the emergence of open office environments and flexible teams, the DECT phone
was already on the rise. Due to the coronavirus crisis, Gigaset noticed that the
demand for traditional office appliances was shifting to DECT and smartphones and
that the demand for home appliances was on the rise. These are the trends that

3. SmartCare program takes a flight

Gigaset identified:

People are getting older and can live independently for longer. That's nice, of course, but
that also means that for the vulnerable seniors extra attention by caretakers or home care is

1. DECT more popular than fixed

desirable. Based on this vision, Gigaset has developed the SmartCare program with senior

Due to the emergence of open offices in which employees no longer have a fixed place, the

devices. These keep an eye on things using sensors by monitoring movements and lifestyle

landline telephone was already on its return for a while. Through a SoftPBX, many

habits. If a different pattern is detected, a push notification alert and/or open connection is

employees get their calls on their laptop or smartphone. DECT is the norm for places that

made with the In Case of Emergency (ICE) caregivers. Especially in this time of the

are still equipped with fixed devices such as the front desk. After all, an employee can still

coronavirus when many people stay at home more, the interest in and demand for this new

walk through the building with this. Also for farmers/gardeners, schools, hospitals, garages

line increased enormously.

and sheds, DECT devices are the standard besides mobile.
4. Smart Office and Smart Home on the rise
2. Smartphones for business applications

Smart Home and Smart Office were already a growth direction for Gigaset. The

When Gigaset introduced the robust Android smartphone in 2019, there was a clear vision

implementation of smart meters, cameras and switches will get a huge boost in 2020. This

behind it for the business market. For example, these waterproof smartphones are used in

has to do with the growth of knowledge, but also with the need for more safety and

many catering establishments to take orders from customers. But also in Tvans, swimming

comfort by working with climate sensors, smart plugs, motion detectors, sirens, door and

pools, schools or in sports canteens these smartphones were used. At Gigaset, the

window sensors, indoor and outdoor cameras, and water and fire alarms.

smartphone can be personalized, for example with a logo or company name on the back.
The smartphone is linked to the SoftPBX and used as a fixed line device.
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SMART EVERYTHING
•Corona lockdowns and changing work/life patterns (eg less retail more home delivery) are contributing to the rise of
smart cities for a smart urban life.
•In 2019, 58% of organisations interviewed about their digital workplace indicated they considered their digital
workplace early stage or not started yet, and 39% considered it mature or mid way [State of the Digital Workplace, SMG/
CMSWire].
•A whopping 79% of SmartCom Summit community think in the post Corona age privacy is more important then smart offices/
homes/cities [SmartCom Summit Talk Show Jun 30 2020].
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#3
WORK ANYWHERE

What does the future of work, healthcare, education and
everything else look like?
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Telecommuting, remote working, video conferencing none of these are new to us, but the acceleration in
adoption these past months was mind boggling. Is our
home the new workplace? Will we ever go back to an
office building, and what does it mean if we don't? And
what does the future of education, entertainment and
healthcare will look like?
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WHERE EUROPEANS GET TO WORK FROM HOME

THE NETHERLANDS LEADING IN REMOTE WORKING ALREADY BEFORE THE CORONAVIRUS CRISUS.
Digital transformation: It is absolutely clear that the coronavirus crisis is going to

Another conclusion that stood out from this research was that still 37% of companies

have an accelerating effect on our society. In the field of remote working, this trend

interviewed didn’t have any clear policies about remote working. This showed to be one of

has certainly gained a momentum as a result of the massive implementation of home

the main factors for people not really adopting a commonsense culture in which working

working. Whereas video communication had seemed like an unfulfilled promise for

from home (or somewhere else than from the normal office) was accepted. •

almost 20 years, only used by some white collar workers, in the few weeks during the
crisis it turned out to be possible: people were en masse making video calls for work,
school, healthcare, parties, everything - we are going through the fastest and most
intensive digitalization course ever. The most popular video conferencing platforms,
Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Cisco Webex and Google Hangouts, showed unprecedented
(>2000%) growth rates in March/April/May 2020, both in the number of connections
and adoption. Almost everyone agrees that remote working and video communication
will remain popular also after the crisis.
The Netherlands leading in remote working
A 2018 study by Eurostat shows that the Netherlands is the absolute leader in Remote
Working. This is the case in Europe, but is also expected worldwide. Another 2019 study by
Smart Profile and Dutch IT-Channel shows that as many as 96% of knowledge workers in the
Netherlands is allowed to work at home or elsewhere. The extent to and the way in which
this is embedded in the company culture varies considerably from one organization to
another. The same research also shows that video communication makes an important
contribution to the quality of remote communication and mutual trust. The adoption of the
Digital Workplace is an essential prerequisite for the adoption of Remote Working.
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THE FUTURE OF WORK WILL BE HYBRID, WITH MORE TIME SPENT WORKING FROM HOME
Work Anywhere

IoT & Smart Cities

IDC’s Future of Work survey results clearly show that the Next Normal will be a way of

At a current level of adoption, IoT evolution is driven by focus on use cases and business

Hybrid working, where employees spend a higher percentage of time working at home than

outcomes, not on the specific technology. Users build their IoT strategy around specific

pre-crisis levels. Companies have been forced to equip employees to work at home by the

business goals implementing projects and using the technologies that support these needs,

lockdowns and having made the investment and seen the results, most do not intend to

starting form more basic applications focused on mere data collection and gradually

fully go back to previous work models. 63% of companies intend to keep in place some of

building out to more complex IoT solutions that use data to improve efficiency and cost

the new work methods that have been introduced. In terms of business travel and office

savings and even introduce new business models for the organization. IoT use cases that

meetings 58% intend to use videoconferencing technology to reduce these.

have developed across many different industries have impact on different levels, affecting

The

experience of the crisis has removed two of the biggest objections that companies had to
home working.

us as individuals, our organizations, the cities we live in, and the planet overall.

Firstly, the cost of the equipment – this spending has been forced on

organisations. Secondly, the need to trust the employees to work remotely. Companies

Top IoT use cases on the cities level include Intelligent Transportation Systems, Public Safety

have carried a forced experiment in this and the results have been positive. In general,

and Emergency Response, Public Infrastructure Asset Management. Smart cities projects

productivity has increased. It is true that 90% of companies have introduced additional staff

overall, same as IoT, are use-case driven, focusing on specific priorities of economic growth,

monitoring procedures and technologies, but still 95% of companies now accept home

climate and pandemic impact control, upgrade of the energy and technology infrastructure

working.

etc. IoT and smart cities both need and foster an ecosystem with global and local partners
to fully benefit from the data collected by multiple stakeholders to support automated

Given the uncertainty around the virus, local lockdowns and the possibility of a second

decisions and be able to deliver business outcomes. Such ecosystems, in their turn,

wave, companies need to have a new flexible and adaptable work model.

empower small targeted use cases to evolve into overarching and broad digital platforms

Regulations

regarding the safe return to work typically result in occupancy levels that are 25 to 50%
lower than pre-crisis.

enabling multitude of use cases. •

The new way of working needs to take into consideration these

aspects and the facts that the regulations change regularly. Knowledge workers need the
tools and the data to be able to do their work wherever they are. All these factors mean
that the only way for companies ]to remain productive and competitive is to embrace
Hybrid Working. We will not be going back to the old 9 to 5.
Mark Winther
Group VP & GM Worldwide Telecom
IDC
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EFFECTS HOME WORKING MOST RESEARCHED
TOPIC…
NEXT TO COVID-19

NEVER WASTE A GOOD CRISIS!
Since the first flexible office in the Netherlands opened in 1997, the heat was on. It
marked a turning point after which employees became detached from their own steady
workplace. As the use of the internet, email and cellphones grew, working from home
slowly made its introduction. From 2008-2010 video was introduced. Terms like “The
New Way of Working” and later “Smart Working” were introduced. Now, did this all
lead to a true change of culture in which people were judged and rewarded on their
output? Did the raise of Flexoffice in every city help to stop the huge traffic jams
every morning and evening? No, it didn’t! But what did help?? The coronavirus did…
In these graphics the main results of the Global-Work-from-Home survey executed by
Lometrics are shown. What do people experience?? They miss their colleagues, but not the
hassle...
Working from home and video: It’s here to stay! •
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CIO’S NEED TO SPEED UP SOLUTIONS FOR REMOTE WORKING
“With such a dynamic situation like COVID-19, it has the potential to be as
disruptive, or more, to an organization’s continuity of operations as a cyber
intrusion or natural disaster”, said Sandy Shen, senior research director at
Gartner during the first weeks of the coronavirus lockdown. “When traditional
channels and operations are impacted by the outbreak in organizations where
remote working capabilities have not yet been established, CIO’s need to work out
interim solutions in the short term, including identifying use case requirements
such as instant messaging for general communication, file sharing/meeting
solutions, and access to enterprise applications such as enterprise resource
planning (ERP) and customer relationship management (CRM), while reviewing all
security arrangements to ensure secure access to applications and data.”

Google and Facebook have extended their work from home policies for the rest of the year,
with their workforces having the option to continue working remotely despite lockdown
restrictions being lifted in parts of the US.
The survey also examined the reasons why many would prefer to spend some of their time
working from home. 54.19% said that their main motivation was to spend less time
commuting, the second most popular response was to have a more relaxed working
environment. 38.41% said that not having to dress up for work was a motivating factor,
while 35.98% said that they could work more productively from home.
“This survey shows that for the first time ever, people have had a taste of
working from home and they love it because they’re more relaxed, they don’t need
to travel and can spend time with their family and pets. Interestingly, a third
of respondents think the ideal working week would be better spent half at home
and half in the office. We can only hope that this great remote working
experiment has shown employers that their staff can be trusted to work just as
productively from home; particularly as it also appears to have a positive impact

According to a survey by OnePoll, commissioned by cybersecurity PR agency Eskenzi
PR, the general sentiment towards remote working is positive.
The survey found that a third of workers would like to continue working from home every
day or four days a week. 35% said that an ideal scenario would be to work from home for

on their well-being as well as the environment”, said Yvonne Eskenzi, founder and

half the week. Just 9% of people said that they would want to work in the office full-time.
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TRIBAL WAR: ZOOM, SLACK, MS TEAMS OR WEBEX?
Collaboration has always been at the heart of a successful team. Collaboration tools like Slack, Zoom and MS were are already gaining attention. But at the moment the
coronavirus crisis really started with the lockdown a huge tribal war arose at the point that adoption of these platforms was exploding. But who won the tribal war? In the
digital landscape, the way that we connect with our colleagues was already changing before the coronavirus crisis. After being in this pressure cooker we massively
experienced the comfort of not having to travel and spending hours in traffic jams anymore. Phone calls and face-to-face conversations were quickly being supplemented by
video, instant chat, and file sharing. In this environment, the collaboration tools like Slack and MS Teams were king. Fortunately for locked down mankind there were many
offerings to choose from like Slack, Zoom, Webex and MS Teams.
Zoom was already on its way to be currently one of the best-known providers of video MS Teams, finally. The recent rush to adopt tools for virtual meetings as COVID-19 forces
technology for the communication marketplace. Although video is at the heart of the Zoom people to work from home was really in the heart of Microsoft’s campaign. Although the
strategy, the company has added other methods of communication and collaboration into its reason was a nasty one this crisis was a huge driver for adoption of MS Teams. The new 44
portfolio over the years. Zoom Phone is also available for business VoIP, while Zoom Chat million figure for Teams was for there already in the first two weeks after the first lockdowns
offers instant messaging access. Like Slack, Zoom also has its own free tier for easy access. in Europe, and the Microsoft recently reported 75 million active users. “COVID-19 has
Zoom was attacked by the US government as ‘not being secure’ in the beginning of the Crisis impacted the lives of people around the world. We believe it will be a turning point for the
in April 2020. But the platform fought back and promised to improve all they could do to way people will work and learn,” posted Jared Spataro, a Microsoft corporate vice president,
guarantee a secure working and stable videotool. Of course these accusations were an in an email in the beginning of the crisis. “Our customers have certainly turned to Teams
excellent chance for MS Teams to play the “we are the solid and secure alternative’ card. In during this challenging time, and we’ve seen usage spikes in markets most impacted by
spite of this security hick-up Zoom reported massive growth figures in the coronavirus era.

COVID-19. And so The coronavirus crisis was the quick start of a turnaround of we had
expected it would have lasted another 3 years to really happen.” •

ZOOM REPORTED A GROWTH OF 170% IN A YEAR!
Slack, on the other hand, is the tool that introduced many of us to collaboration in the digital
era for the first time. Slack offers convenient instant messaging, quick file sharing, and
integrations with thousands of leading services. It was already very popular at young startups
working with virtual teams. After the crisis Slack was reporting huge growth. Thanks to
Amazon which is apparently in the ‘not Microsoft’ tribe Slack was given an extra impulse,
when the largest e-tailer on earth was announcing that all Amazon’s employees were
collaborating on Slack.
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WORK@HOME: DIRECT ROUTING IN MICROSOFT TEAMS
Working from home is now a mandate for a significant number of employees around the globe, and has forced companies to quickly ramp up their remote working capabilities.
One tool that many companies are embracing for this new normal is Microsoft Teams.

A

critical part of the Teams offering is Microsoft Phone System Direct Routing, which enables users to make and receive calls from any phone no matter where they are. Ribbon
is one of only a few technology providers that are certified to deliver Phone System Direct Routing in Microsoft Teams, enabling Microsoft customers to leverage their legacy
phone system or SIP Trunks for carrier-grade voice calling in the Teams client interface natively.

Ribbon has rolled out its Work@Home offer to help support these companies as they transition to a distributed remote working model. Ribbon’s advanced support for Direct Routing
allows remote workers to leverage their phone system in the Microsoft Teams client without having to bring home burdensome communications equipment from the office, ship a
phone or learn a new client. Now Microsoft Teams users can collaborate at home exactly as they would in an office. Calls can be made from any Smartphone, PC, Mac or Linux device
with the Teams client. Contact Ribbon now and become part of Ribbon’s Microsoft Partner Center of Excellence. •
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HYBRID WORKING: CREATING THE “NEXT NORMAL” IN WORK PRACTICES, SPACES AND CULTURE
2020 will be the catalyst for hybrid working, offering employees flexibility and choice,

WHAT TO EXPECT IN THE “NEXT NORMAL”

and driving productivity through collaboration and communication.

• Home office spaces built into residences
• Increased flexible work across multiple locations

HYBRID WORKING

• Recruitment over larger demographic areas

How practices, workspaces and culture will change as we emerge into the “next normal.”

• Work from home; meet in the office, bringing everyone together virtually
• Smaller company footprints over more dispersed locations

REIMAGINE

• Seamless workflows between home and office

The way we work:

• Technology designed for ease of use with personal devices

1. RETHINK WORKING PATTERNS - Policies that prioritize what employees need to be

• Only necessary business travel

productive.
2. FOSTER BETTER COLLABORATION - Engaging and productive virtual workspaces.
3. OPTIMIZE INVESTMENT - Technology-enabled personal workspaces, everywhere.
85% of BUSINESSES believe greater location
flexibility has led to an increase in productivity.

RADICALLY
Rethink workspaces:

70% of PEOPLE will work from home at

1. ENTERPRISE HOME SET-UPS - Enterprise-grade tech for professional home working spaces.

least some of the time following COVID-19.

2. CO-WORKING SPACES - Choice and flexibility for employees.
EMPLOYEES who feel their voices are heard are

3. SATELLITE OFFICES - Multiple, small offices over more dispersed locations.

4.6 times more likely to feel empowered
to perform their best work

REINVIGORATE
A sense of belonging:
1. EMPOWER LEADERS WITH NEW TECHNIQUES - Invest in managers to empower hybrid
working teams.

Work isn’t a place, it’s what you do.

2. HARNESS VIRTUAL WAYS TO HEAR, SEE AND WORK TOGETHER - Virtual collaboration and
“water cooler” moments.

Learn how Poly can help you create the “next normal” in your BUSINESS PRACTICES, SPACES

3. CONNECT PEOPLE, NOT THINGS AND PLACES - Integrate culture into your digital

AND CULTURE.

operations.
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WELCOME TO THE MODERN WORKPLACE, PUTTING USERS IN CONTROL OF THEIR REACHABILITY
Having managed to get teams working remotely, there is a huge opportunity for

Modern UCC should not be about imposing a framework on a customer but rather work

organizations to build on that and improve productivity and collaboration for the

around each company and its users. An off-the-shelf UCC solution might be the perfect fit,

longer-term. Rather than just replicate traditional workflows and communications,

but if not, then it should be highly customizable. Communications and workflows should

they can create enhanced workplace infrastructures that revolve around people and

move seamlessly throughout an entire organization no matter what device is used. People

each company’s needs: not dictated by apps, locations, devices or networks. More

should be allowed to be available anywhere, anyhow and anytime. Through integrations,

than just remote-working, the new buzz phrase across the region is ‘work anywhere’,

meetings can be initiated from multiple points, such as directories, email, chats and

but to do so let’s add ‘work anyhow’ too. The future workplace is here, with the

calendars, and across multiple devices.

freedom to operate from offices, collocated workspaces, in the public area or at
home.

FMC
Fixed Mobile Conversion is a great illustration of what all this means in practice. Mobile

UCC

handsets become virtual office phones, tied into the cloud-PBX. With — using ‘presence’ —

The key in achieving this goal is unified communications and collaboration (UCC), which are

it knows the user’s status. So when he or she can’t take a call, it will automatically be

fundamental building blocks of digital transformation. Augmented by the cloud, open

forwarded to a colleague: which is far better than the caller reaching voicemail. Support for

application programming interfaces (APIs) and fixed mobile convergence (FMC), the

call groups means that contact centers can work remotely without any impact on

potential of UCC has reached a whole new level, with unprecedented amounts of

productivity. Being able to work ‘anyhow’ also means it doesn’t matter what device is being

sophistication, flexibility, ease-of-use and cost-effectiveness.

used: people can switch between mobiles, desktop softphones or fixed phones. •

Voice just one of the connections
Simultaneously, as the lockdown has forced many companies to move away from legacy
systems, there is a swing away from a largely voice-centric telecoms market. UCC is heading
towards a tipping point, with the user being the hub and where voice is just one of many
interconnections. Of course, while good news for businesses, this development also
presents vast opportunities to resellers, service providers and vendors, to help each
customer find its best-fit UCC infrastructure.
Modern UCC is the foundation
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THE MIX OF INGREDIENTS MAKES THE FINAL SOLUTION
The Enreach portfolio provides a wide range of choice, including both cloud-based or

Flexible communications

on-premise IP-PBX's, together with advanced features such as mobile-to-PBX, call-

Right now, flexible communications and working methods are everything, so let’s take this

forwarding and conferencing, SIP trunking, and dedicated contact center solutions.

chance to build UCC strategies that support and even improve productivity, provide return-

Mobile strengths include FMC and mobile subscriptions. Devices, admin portals,

on-investment and — above all — enable everyone to choose how they want to work and

connectivity (fiber and xDSL) are some of the company’s complementary offerings.

communicate, and to be able to change that, in an instant. Welcome to the workplace of

For operators, Enreach has a complete suite of OSS/BSS and services such as: product

the future, made possible by modern UCC.

and subscription management; hardware and network acquisition; customer support;
billing and reporting.

How Enreach can help
Enreach supports businesses, resellers and carriers on their UCC journeys by providing a full

Our teams across Europe include some of the original pioneers of cloud communications

set of telecom and IT services that are complete but modular, as well as highly

and FMC, both of which continue to be at the heart of what we do. In addition, we believe in

customizable. Our mission is a single, integrated and scalable platform, into which we are

an open approach, based on APIs and other integrations, such as CRM. This means our

investing significant research and development to continue to build on its already forward-

services can be tailored to each situation, while helping the channel create differentiation

facing innovation.

and prevent vendor lock-in. For instance, we support multiple video conferencing tools,
including both Zoom and Microsoft Teams, as well as our own virtual meeting service;

•

Enreach Meetings.

A unified communications and collaboration company, originating from and operating
across the region

Easy and intuitive

•

A comprehensive choice of telecom and IT solutions, including UC and mobile

•

Dedicated to serving SMB’s, resellers and carriers •

Communications should be easy and intuitive, so we have placed a lot of effort into creating
a greater user experience all across our portfolio. We are dedicated in providing SME’s with

www.enreach.com

the ‘enterprise-grade’ technologies and services that much larger organizations expect,
together with a focus on predictable and flexible costs. Plus, being one of Europe’s largest
UCaaS company (with over two million customers, 1650 reseller partners, and over 850
employees in 16 countries), we truly understand our markets and offer real local support, as
well as the reassurance that all data stays within the region and meets local compliancy
requirements.
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NINE OUT OF TEN PEOPLE WANT THE OPTION OF WORKING FROM HOME AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK
AFTER COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS ARE LIFTED.
In the UK, those who can work from home are currently being encouraged to do so as

38.41% said that not having to dress up for work was a motivating factor, while 35.98% said

part of lockdown measures. According to CloudPro, Google and Facebook have

that they could work more productively from home.

extended their work-from-home policies for the rest of the year, with their
“This survey shows that for the first time ever, people have had a taste of
working from home and they love it because they’re more relaxed, they don’t need

workforces having the option to continue working remotely despite lockdown
restrictions being lifted in parts of the US.

to travel and can spend time with their family and pets”, said Yvonne Eskenzi,
founder and owner of Eskenzi PR.

This is according to a survey by OnePoll, commissioned by cybersecurity PR agency Eskenzi
PR, examining the general sentiment towards remote working. The survey found that a

“Interestingly, a third of respondents think the ideal working week would be
better spent half at home and half in the office. We can only hope that this
great remote working experiment has shown employers that their staff can be
trusted to work just as productively from home; particularly as it also appears
to have a positive impact on their well-being as well as the environment.”

third of workers would like to continue working from home every day or four days a week.
35% said that an ideal scenario would be to work from home for half the week.

Just 9% of people said that they would want to work
in the office full-time.

“This can also be good for companies’ productivity and profitability, as they’ll need less office
space with fewer people being there 100% of the time.” •

Why people want to continue with working from home
The survey also examined the reasons why many people would prefer to spend some of
their time working from home. 54.19% said that their main motivation was to spend less
time commuting, the second most popular response was to have a more relaxed working
environment.
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WORK ANYWHERE
•During the Covid-19 lockdowns the entire world was forced to switch to work from home if at all possible, and video
collaboration tools like Zoom and MS Teams rose to the challenge showing 300-600% usage growth.
•Forced by distancing regulations but also encouraged by the positive feedback and costs savings almost two thirds (63%)
of companies world wide intend to keep in place some of the new work from home methods that have been introduced [IDC
Future of Work survey].
•Of the SmartCom Summit community 71% plan to work 2 or 3 days per week in the office next year [SmartCom Summit Talk
Show Jun 30 2020].
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#4
CLOUD & API

Who will provide the building blocks we need for
digital acceleration and who will use them?
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Is the new next a world run by Big Tech or is it the
fruit of more regional Service Providers and
Integrators? Whomever is writing the code, we need an
infrastructure and tools that are available to all.
What are the drivers for digital acceleration, how will
we connect all the bits and pieces, and who are the
referees in this new game?
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COVID-19 TO ACCELERATE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN ENTERPRISES
Summary and key findings, 451 Research’s Voice of the Enterprise Coronavirus Flash Survey

Long term, we believe the pandemic will prove to be a net positive for the CPaaS segment

June 2020:

due to the wave of digital transformation of the customer and employee experiences and
increased reliance on mobile technologies brought on by the pandemic. These trends will

• Organizations anticipate a long period of altered working conditions past 2021. Nearly

outlive the crisis and result in increased investment in the technologies that underpin and

half plan to reduce office space while two-thirds do not expect they will resume business

support this digital transformation, including real-time communications. •

travel this year.
• Organizations are reestablishing IT priorities, slowing down or cancelling some initiatives
but accelerating others in key areas.
Conducted in late May and early June, 451 Research's Voice of the Enterprise Coronavirus
Flash Survey June 2020 shows that, even though organizations are slowing down IT
initiatives in several areas in response to the pandemic, digital transformation remains a
priority (Figure 1). Survey results show that 62% of respondents expect that overall digital
transformation initiatives will remain unaffected or even accelerate, as shown below in
Figure 1. Furthermore, most respondents (66%) expect that digital transformation
initiatives related to shifting to digital delivery of the customer experience in their
organizations will remain unaffected or accelerate, while only 7% report that these
initiatives have been delayed.

Figure 1: Coronavirus outbreak impact on select IT ini9a9ves

Raul Castanon
Sr. Analyst Workforce Productivity and Collaboration
451 Research / S&P Global Market Intelligence
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BUILDING BLOCKS AVAILABLE
As one of the first VoIP operators in the Netherlands and even in Europe, Speakup

MS Teams became the place to share files, chatting with an internal or external team or

has recently seen and adopted many innovations. The world of Telecommunications is

meeting video.

currently facing one of the biggest changes ever. Central to this change is the fact
that the telephony center is transformed into central communication software, in

4. IT and Telecom definitely can't be separated

which smart links are made based on APIs and integrations. Speakup provides vision

It is a theme of the past 10 years: IT and Telecom come together in ICT. For Speakup, the

and a large set of possibilities. These are the 5 most important developments

integration of IT and Telecom means that communication becomes part of the digital

Speakup sees and guides with solutions:

workplace and that Telecom/Voip is linked to the primary process of CRM and ERP through
APIs.

Telephony becomes Totalcom: an ecosystem of omnichannel communication tools that
ensure optimal customer contact and a more efficient primary process.

5. Omnichannel is the norm in customer contact
The average consumer no longer wants to call a fixed number by default with a question

1. Cloud communication is the standard

and then end up in an IVR or queue. A Google search shows someone at a website where

The road to the cloud is one that is unstoppable. First there was the step from 'on premise'

they want to be able to make direct calls, chats or video calls. Speakup provides the webRTC

to the private cloud, now cloud communication is becoming the standard. Companies assign

techniques that make this possible.

which people should be linked to the plant. After that, a SIP trunk is embedded and off you
go!

6. Privacy
Privacy is an important focus of these developments and related solutions. At Speakup,

2. UC and Video finally break through

freedom is an important part of all solutions. One must have the freedom to choose how,

After video was almost seen as a lost solution, it finally broke through in Q1 2020. Even

where and when to communicate. Of course, privacy must be guaranteed. Speakup

before COVID-19, video was about to become very popular, also for business. But the crisis

therefore counts privacy and security as one of the spearheads of these and future

gave the final push that accelerated people's digital transition.

activities. •

3. MS Teams is becoming increasingly important
In line with UC's breakthrough, collaboration software such as SLACK and MS Teams were
also quickly embraced. Due to the situation in which people had to work together virtually,
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APIs OF ALL TIME AND NOW MORE NECESSARY THAN EVER.
APIs: the cement, glue and especially gears of a successful and futureproof

rigid, unsafe and ad hoc kind of way. With almost all companies this has led to everybody

organization. As a specialist in APIs Enable U is witnessing how quickly her role as a

using unsafe APIs although nobody can be hold accountable for causing an IT mayhem.

builder and guardian of technical connections is increasing. These are the angles and

Enable U has taken on many of these projects and created a clear APIstructure.

roles APIs play as well as the accompanying issues:
General APIs. Viewing windows for consumers and business users like maps, routing, DigiD,

Making all these connections uniform and housing them in a gateway making them more

weather charts, iDeal/Creditcard support and much more. By offering these APIs as open

manageable, more safe and as such better controllable by IT departments. We “open up”

source content, they can be made sexier and be enriched by everybody.

systems that fail to exchange data in a standard way so that they can share data real-time
and as a result are always up to date. In this coronavirus crisis organizations will look for

Vertical or industry-like APIs. API connections with which company specific applications can

smart and efficient solutions which enable them to “enrich” existing systems with data from

be enriched by data. This is done by simply retrieving and then dishing out data of suppliers

other sources. As a result, significant investments can be postponed now that options are

and/or customers. In this way suppliers of expensive hospital equipment could for instance

only limited by your own creativity and guts and not by budgets or specific techniques

make their APIs suitable to simply collect and add patient details to its file.

anymore. APIs represent a clear business opportunity and are definitely not mainstream yet.

Proprietary APIs. Every company deals with, due to take-overs, history, decentralized

If you would get €0,10 for each program that runs every 24 hours to
collect data from system A to application B, you would be a millionaire
in no-time.

decision making and other reasons, a ravel of tinkered applications and systems. To make
them meet a uniform supply of information they are connected using APIs. Quite often in a
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COMMUNICATIONS, CONTINUITY AND DEVELOPMENT MAKE UP ONECENTRAL’S DNA.
1. Offer

3. Observe

The choice in communication solutions is extensive. Besides established names like Avaya, A communication solution is composed off trusted components like a connection, minutes,
Unify and Alcatel, relatively younger players like Cisco, 3CX and Swyx got a firm grip on the and the application itself. But surely a hassle-free environment takes more than the sum or
market in the meantime. These past years mainly the big providers with their central chain of these components. An important element is real-time communication which involves
platforms were able to acquire a lot of clients. oneCentral made a conscious choice by noticing a delay or inaccessibility instantly. This is where oneCentral can make a difference;
focusing on customer centricity and not limiting themselves to just one area. To do so we preventing, monitoring and managing influences that could cause communication
work closely together with the original application supplier that also takes care of installation disturbance. The core of this management makes our own oneCentral platform, that exists
and maintenance. This close collaboration creates clarity and short lines of contact and a of voice routing, a redundant network, virtualization, and comprehensive monitoring. By
solution that’s tailor-made for the client.

working together intensively with suppliers and by responding to disturbances pro-actively
we try to minimalize an interruption or inaccessibility. •

2. Connect
In order to let an application come to its own, a broad underlying infrastructure is necessary.
From its own infrastructure oneCentral strengthens solutions with redundancy, security,
accessibility and applications. As such, our pan-European network makes it easy to be
represented in multiple countries as well as to connect mobile devices. A recent network
expansion makes it possible to link the several PBX’s to Microsoft Teams. And it doesn’t stop
there, because oneCentral actively works to further extend the possibilities of the platform.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS REQUIRE SIMPLICITY

I

n times where society has made an accelerated move to ‘remote working’, the basis

configurate a certain application. As a reachable organization its incredibly important that

reachability of an organization is more important than ever. Its base is and remains

the telephony configuration can be set quick and simple. With Horizon, Dean One built a

telephony, added by functions like chat and fixed mobile integrations. As part of its vision

client portal that operates in your browser. In doing so, Horizon fulfills one of its end

of a flexible reachability plan – called HORIZON – Dean One developed tooling with which

customer’s wishes. Like creating number categories and forwarding calls in a very easy way.

organizations can monitor their telephony area themselves without intervention of their

In addition an Interactive Voice Response System and office voicemail can easily be installed.

telecom partner. Dean One took the following principles as starting points for the Horizon
service within the business segment:

Doing business internationally
More and more Dutch companies are also doing business abroad serving employees and

Cloud telephony is the standard

clients in Europe or even globally. Since 2018 Dean One is part of the English Gamma

The times when we were still talking about a telephone exchange center is getting more

Communications plc, making it possible to help her clients with an easy unroll of

and more behind us. Thanks to cloud telephony which is now the standard, telephony has

international number plans. All offered at competitive rates that fit the challengers DNA of

become a piece of software just like the financial package for instance. The big advantage

the international parent company Gamma Telecommunications.

here is that this telephony software can be integrated with other functionality much easier.
Putting it as communications software right at the center of an organization. After all, each

Mobile first with the Dean Remote App

internal and external process has a strong communications component. Dean One has built

Surely it was already happening but the coronavirus crisis did speed things up: the

all her services based on BroadSoft; an extremely extensive and stable platform that serves

smartphone is now the standard when it comes to being open for business. Which can be

both the reseller and the end customer in any way he wants.

done using a 4G simcard offered by Dean One’s resellers for very favourable prices. In
addition the Dean Remote app makes that the reachability of organizations goes up. Thanks

Simplicity in ICT

to Dean One’s Horizon the smartphone becomes leading with each business talk. •

Calling it simple is easy, but realizing it is easier said than done. Especially in ICT quite often
things are made more difficult than necessary which in turn takes up a lot of ICT hours to
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CLOUD & API
•Covid-19 has caused organizations to anticipate a long period of altered working conditions past 2021. Nearly half plan
to reduce office space while two-thirds do not expect they will resume business travel this year. [451 Research, Voice
of the Enterprise Coronavirus Flash Survey June 2020].
•Most respondents (66%) expect that digital transformation initiatives related to shifting to digital delivery of the
customer experience in their organizations will remain unaffected or accelerate, while only 7% report that these
initiatives have been delayed [451 Research, Voice of the Enterprise Coronavirus Flash Survey June 2020].
•As much as 88% of SmartCom Summit community believe that digital applications will be built to fit in the future, not
provided by the Big Five tech players [SmartCom Summit Talk Show Jun 30 2020].
• And 50% think everybody will become developers!
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Where are the next game changing opportunities for
contextual communications and customer experience?
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The rise of contextual communications, new customer
experiences, enabled by CPaaS. What is this CPaaS and
why is it quickly becoming so important? How can telcos
and CSPs leverage their core assets and support the
increasingly complex requirements of Agile Enterprises
in an era of digital acceleration?
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CPAAS IS ACCELERATING
Although CPaaS platforms are still pretty much unknown they are conquering the

•

world at this moment. After the VoIP and UCaaS evolution, where traditional PBX and

IOT solutions are integrated to easy process-optimizations that were recently
extremely complex.

Unified Communications solutions moved to a more flexible, pay as you go, cloud

•

Conversations can automatically be transcribed, also in real-time, so they can easily

model, we are now at the start of a true CPaaS revolution that is changing

be searched later or analyzed for trends or patterns to increase quality of the service or

telecommunications forever.

train agents better.

Using CPaaS, Communication Platforms as a Service,

large and small enterprises can develop completely tailormade solutions including

•

communication building blocks like messaging, voice and video.

In service organizations video often helps to pinpoint problems so a customer or field
service engineer can solve problems on the spot or ensure the proper replacement part
is shipped or an expert dispatched. This can be done by overlaying video to an existing

An Example? A pizza is ordered online and also online paid for. The confirmation that

service call so customers don’t need to use special apps or call different numbers. •

follows by SMS or WhatsApp with a track&trace code containing a button that allows the
courier to be calledThat can be done at the moment that one decides to be temporarily at
the neighbours because they had a just opened a nice bottle of rose. All of that can be built
quite easily using APIs and SDKs from a CPaaS provider. Examples of fast growing CPaaS
providers are Twillio, Vonage (Nexmo), Ribbon (Kandy), CM.com and MessageBird, but also
telcos like KPN and AT&T have started to offer such solutions recently and more are working
on this.
Using CPaaS, both internal and external communication processes are changed into
flexible solutions:
•

Fixed and mobile telephony are more & more integrated into commercial processes.
Web environments are launched in which customers/relationships can get the right
person or department on the phone or start chat/video just with one push of a button.

•

Temporary connections, eg between an Uber driver and customer, are made without
the exchange of telephone numbers so privacy is guaranteed.

Mark Winther
Group VP & GM Worldwide Telecom
IDC
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COVID-19 WILL LEAD TO NEAR-TERM UNCERTAINTY, FOLLOWED BY SOLIDIFYING DEMAND FOR
CPAAS
Summary and key findings, 451 Research’s CPaaS Market Monitor June 2020:

Our CPaaS Market Monitor report was recently updated with a scenario analysis that
incorporates alternative economic and market specific assumptions to provide a range of

• 451 Research expects a near-term downturn for CPaaS as a result of the COVID-19

potential outcomes focused on near- mid- and long-term sector performance. The near-

pandemic and its impact in verticals such as hospitality and transportation. However, the

term downturn can be explained in part by the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic in verticals

crisis is also creating a sense of urgency for digital transformation initiatives.

such as hospitality and transportation. More specifically, the negative impact could come

• We expect a positive impact in the long term due to the wave of digitalization; this will

from ‘sharing’ economy companies such as Airbnb, Lyft and Uber which have played a

also result in a shift in how businesses consume communications services.

significant role in the growth performance of the CPaaS market to date. Conversely, other

• We also expect a stronger emphasis on enterprise-grade requirements – including SLA,

pockets of the aggregate CPaaS client portfolio have experienced a surge in demand as a

security, and support. A channel strategy could be key to address the requirements of

result of the current environment – examples of this include grocery and food delivery

large global organizations; telecommunications service providers could also play a key

services such as DoorDash and Instacart, and streaming services like Hulu and Netflix. •

role.
Communications PaaS (CPaaS) – a platform-based approach for delivering real-time
communications – experienced rapid growth in the past five years, becoming one of the
fastest growing categories within cloud communications. Like other segments, 451
Research projects CPaaS will experience a slowdown as a result of the COVID-19 global
pandemic and the uncertainty of the current economic environment. Nonetheless, the crisis
is influencing a shift to the digitalization of the customer experience; this could result in
increased demand for embedded real-time communications and long-term growth for
CPaaS.
As previously noted, digital transformation initiatives and the shift to digital delivery of the
customer experience could result in increased demand for embedded real-time

Figure 2: COVID-19 will lead to near-term uncertainty, followed by solidifying demand for CPaaS

communications. While this will drive increased demand, in the near-term 451 Research
anticipates that the overall CPaaS market growth will fall below our initial projection, as
shown in Figure 2.

Raul Castanon
Sr. Analyst Workforce Productivity and Collaboration
451 Research / S&P Global Market Intelligence
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TELECOM BUILDING BLOCKS AND TURNKEY COMMUNICATIONS SOLUTIONS ARE MORE AND MORE
BUSINESS DRIVERS FOR TELCOS
The fast growing demand for cloud communications solutions by all companies

supported by KPN API Store in the Netherlands, where they have an API marketplace where

worldwide is creating a huge opportunity for telcos and carriers that have had a

they offer Ribbon speech and video APIs, so that their customers, such as BeterDichtbij, can

trusted relation with large enterprises for years. One of the key technology providers

using and building communication technology. it in their applications.

helping telcos provide such services is Ribbon Communications. This fast growing
telecom technology provider helps carriers with network infrastructure and security

AT&T

but also empowers them to provide UCaaS, CCaaS and CPaaS services under their own

Another example is AT&T, probably one of the largest carriers in the world. They took a

brand.

different approach where they came to Ribbon for a white label on the entire CPaaS
communication service because they're tired of having value sucked out of their network by

PATENTED BUILDING BLOCKS

new OTT players like Twilio. So there is a unique place for carriers to be able to get into this

Ribbon is really a combination of a lot of companies together that invested very heavily in

space and really leverage the heritage they've got in terms of quality of service, a trusted

real-time communications. The big pieces being Nortel Communications, Genband, Sonus

relationship with really large enterprises. AT&T are even taking it a step further as they're

Networks, Edgewater Networks and ECI Telecom, all merged together in the past decade.

looking at all of the service numbers of customers that they've got, and developing

All combined Ribbon have about 400 patents in real-time communications, which have been

solutions that provide a better level of service rather than just providing that call for free.

decomposed into communications APIs to make the technology more easily available for
contextual communications.

RICHER EXPERIENCE
The challenge these days is to be able to offer a richer experience to customers. So what

KPN API STORE

AT&T have done is take what Ribbon calls Life Support, and allow their customers’

What Ribbon are doing that is special is making that full featured communications platform

customers to be able to reach into a call center with a WebRTC frontend from the web,

available to carriers, in a white label and wholesale manner. The heritage is really building

combine that with an AI chatbot, and when necessary promote that video call to an agent

and supporting the infrastructure for the large carriers around the world and these days

who's got the full contextual communications available to help the customer. The unique

that includes enabling them to provide UCaaS, CCaaS and CPaaS services. This way carriers

thing here is that AT&T adds video on top of an existing setup, requiring very minimal

are able to compete with companies like Twilio and Vonage without heavy investments by

changes and thus able to make the change very quickly, just what is needed in these special

themselves. The example of the BeterDichtbij healthcare video, on the next page, is

times. •
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KPN API STORE BRINGS CARRIER GRADE APIS TO AGILE ENTERPRISES
One of the telcos that saw the opportunity in providing carrier grade APIs to
developers at enterprises is Dutch incumbent KPN. The KPN API Store was developed
in the KPN Innovation Hub and officially launched in 2019.
APIs play an important role today in developing new propositions or adding functionalities
to existing solutions. KPN aims to help businesses move up the innovation curve, transform
connectivity processes and increase customer satisfaction.
For this reason, KPN started a one-stop-shop with reliable and secure APIs that businesses
may integrate into their applications to improve communication, authentication and
security. Thanks to the KPN API Store’s clear documentation and user-friendly ‘one-stopshop’ setup, APIs are easy to test, implement and manage. The Store offers KPN’s own APIs
as well as APIs from partner providers, allowing businesses to always find the API best
suitable for their needs.
Typical examples of agile enterprises already relying on KPN for their carrier grade and
secure API needs are banks and insurance companies, railways and airlines (eg KLM uses a
KPN voice API for calling from tables in their new Crown Lounge), contact centers (eg
Contexta speech analytics for improved customer support), and municipalities and
healthcare app providers like the Beter Dichtbij use case here:
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EMBRACE CPAAS IN EMERGING CLOUD COMMUNICATIONS I
Decreasing Average Revenue Per User urges operators and service providers to do

termination fees through the independent iBASIS network, no matter where the customer

something new. Main question is how they keep and attract customers, innovate and

is in the cloud. •

move up in the value stack. The growth in the communication market is driven by over
the top solutions. COVID-19 is only accelerating this trend. To drive new revenue

iBASIS Emerging Cloud Communications (ECC)

streams, service providers need to further engage enterprises with innovative
offerings. But to build it themselves takes too long and to buy it is too expensive.
Partnering with innovators is the quick and easy way to test the market.
Communication Platform as a Service
iBASIS is the leading communications solutions provider enabling operators and digital
players worldwide to perform and transform. They are introducing Cloud Communications
as a platform to enable operators and service providers to embrace CPaaS to quickly offer a
diverse and innovative experience to their enterprise customers.
Quote: “The growth in the market is driven by Over The Top solutions supported by the
next generation network. According to Gartner already 90% of today’s IT leaders are buying
Cloud Comms and by 2022 Enterprises will spend 4X more on CPaaS”, says Juniper
Research.
iBASIS Emerging Cloud Communications (ECC) is a complete programmable telecom stack
enabled with CPaaS, as a service. It leverages building blocks based on CPaaS and API
solutions and enables operators and service providers to offer ready-to-go solutions that
have a short time-to-market, like Live Support, Teams Direct Calling, Contact Center, MultiLine or 2FA. This way they gain advantage of maintaining their domestic fixed and mobile
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EMBRACE CPAAS IN EMERGING CLOUD COMMUNICATIONS II
Building block in the stack
Operators and service providers already service their clients through a telecom

Quote Edwin van Ierland, CCO iBASIS:

infrastructure in which they are linked to iBASIS. Via APIs iBASIS makes this telecom

“The international communications industry is
COVID-19 is only accelerating this further. As a
operator and innovation enabler, iBASIS has a
innovations and enables operators and service

infrastructure virtual. On that iBASIS has added a CPaaS. The CPaaS is put in an API
Marketplace. This gives the service provider the opportunity to offer off the shelf end user
solutions, like UCaaS, conferencing or Multi Line to an OTS solution suite or add solutions
which are already created. Additional iBASIS offers a CPaaS Acceleration program to

stay competitive and create new revenue streams.” •

enhance the development and got to market capabilities. The complete stack can be used
white label so they can brand it as their own.

Be there first https://ibasis.com/cloud-communications/

Acceleration
With Emerging Cloud Communications iBASIS is accelerating and enabling operators and
service providers to:
•

keep their enterprise customers;

•

enter new markets to grow their market share again;

•

monetize APIs at no risk;

•

access and deliver diverse CPaaS solutions;

•

accelerate time to market;

•

and create new revenue streams.
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CPAAS
•The Covid-19 pandemic is accelerating digital transformation and causing a shift in how businesses consume
communications services, creating an opportunity for telecommunications service providers as a key channel for
enterprises [CPaaS market Monitor June 2020, 451 Research].
•CPaaS SMS, Voice and Video business expected to grow 39% per year from 2019 to 2023 [Worldwide Communications Platform
as a Service Forecast 2019-2023, IDC Sep 2019].
•Of the SmartCom Summit community 60% believe the sector most to benefit from secure communications building blocks
(CPaaS) is healthcare [SmartCom Summit Talk Show Jun 30 2020].
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everything connected
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Follow
SmartCom Summit

SmartCom Summit is a co-production of:

Do you want to know more or stay informed? Keep
an eye on www.smartcomsummit.com and follow us
on Twitter (@smartcomsummit) or LinkedIn!
For questions about participating in future editions
of the trend report or talk show, please contact us at
info@smartcomsummit.com.
See you soon!
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TEAM
Andrea Bartosova, Eric Bos, Britt van Berkel, Michiel
de Bruin, Ester de Graaf, Charles Groenhuijsen, Toine
van der Heijden, Laila van Hooﬀ, Dominique
Kneepkens, Rob Kurver, Liselore Ligtermoet, Judit
Peters, HP van Tilburg, Willemijn Vader, Judith Visser,
Marleen Wiltink
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DID YOU MISS THE LIVE TALK SHOW? WATCH THE TALK SHOW RECORDING.
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